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HYBRID SYSTEM OF EXPERT SYSTEM AND ARTIFICIAL
NEURAL NETWORKS FOR OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
OF PRODUCT SENSUOUS QUALITY
Zhenwei Su*, Daizhong Su**
Basic problems and the bottleneck of current approaches for objective assessment of
product sensuous quality (PSQ) are discussed. As a solution, a new approach, an
expert system (ES) based on artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) is proposed, in which
the ES and ANNs co-operate in a superiority compensation way. The knowledge base
of the system can be eﬀectively built and the evaluation of PSQ can be conducted
on-line. As a case study, the new approach has been applied in leather handle test
and it proves that the approach is capable of handling non-linear relationships among
multiple measured PSQ parameters.
Key words : product sensuous quality, expert system, artiﬁcial neural networks, sub-
jective assessment, objective evaluation
1. Introduction
Some qualities of some products, such as handle of cloth and leather, odour of perfumery,
taste of beverage and food, are mainly assessed by personal sense and experience, but not
by instruments. In this paper, this kind of qualities is deﬁned as product sensuous qualities
(PSQ). The traditional methods of assessing PSQ are sensory, which are fast, simple and
on-line, using adjectives such as ‘wonderful’, ‘better’, ‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘soft’, ‘hard’, and so on
to describe personal sensory perception. These subjective assessment methods have been
used for a long time throughout the world, and have been accepted by both industry and
consumers, due to the reason that they can satisfy at least some of the requirements of
practical production and trading, and partly because of the reliability of the handle, odour,
taste and image phenomenon within speciﬁc ranges (for certain kinds of people, products
and end-use). However, the results of the subjective assessment are fuzzy, which can not be
used in auto-control. And there is poor agreement among those who use these adjectives
because of the diﬀerences of their cultural background [1].
In recent years, research into the objective measurement of PSQ has drawn great atten-
tion, due to the increasing demand for PSQ assessment on the market, and the advances
in use of computers and auto-control technology in the manufacture process of PSQ related
products such as leather, beverage, etc. In the literature, several methods for objective eval-
uation of PSQ have been proposed [2], [3], [4]. However, three basic problems still remain to
be resolved :
1) Subjective assessment of PSQ represents an aesthetic conception, a reﬂection of per-
sonal sensory preferences. For example, ‘handle’ means the sum total of the sensa-
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tions expressed when a cloth or leather is handled by touching, ﬂexing, and smoothing.
Obviously, for diﬀerent markets, diﬀerent producers, and consumers with diﬀerent back-
grounds, the subjective assessment results for the same goods are diverse and, in extreme
cases, even opposite [5]. Due to this diversity, it is necessary to derive a data processing
method to adapt the various relationships between sensory stimuli and diﬀerent personal
responses.
2) It is widely recognised that the stimuli leading to the psychological responses of PSQ is
determined by the physical or chemical properties of the assessed samples. The tradi-
tional methods for evaluation of those samples are to measure their physical or chemical
properties, then use multivariate regression to relate the subjective assessment results,
which are given by experts, to the objectively measured data; then formulate the equa-




where, S – subjective assessment value, Ri – the ith objective measure data, Ki – the
ith weighting factor, K0 – an constant.
One problem of the approach is that the validity of multivariate regression analysis
is inﬂuenced by correlativety of data, which appears to exist between the physical or
chemical parameters of tested samples. Another problem of the approach is that the
S, a fuzzy result of subjective assessment, is expressed in a precise value and driven
from precise calculation in classically mathematical theory. As a result, the values of the
parameters such as Ki and K0 within the equation derived from some cases may be not
satisfactorily applicable to other cases.
3) There is poor agreement between replicate test results of physical or chemical properties
for certain products, even those tests conducted under the same measurement condi-
tions. For example, leather is a visco-elastic material and its physical properties change
with temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure; while the chemical components of
perfumery, beverage and food change with temperature, storage time and other factors.
Their reproducibility of test results are so poor that it is necessary to develop a data
processing approach which could provide a great degree of robustness or fault tolerance.
In recent years, some pattern recognition methods, including widest range cluster, nar-
rowest range cluster, weight cluster, fuzzy cluster and so on have been suggested for evalu-
ation of handle of cloth and ﬁbre [8]. The test data show that the agreement of subjective
assessment and objective evaluation depends on the selection of the features in the clus-
ter [9]. So far, the bottleneck problem- selection of the features in the cluster, has not been
broken yet.
As a powerful tool, expert systems have been used to resolve various non-linear problems,
which are characterised by fuzzy and experience [10]. However, to use an expert system for
PSQ on-line test, two problems have to be resolved [11] :
1) On-line test should be very fast; while the reasoning process of an expet system using
production rules usually takes longer time than what required. This is due to the reason-
ing process in which the inference engine searches the whole ruler base for matching the
condition of each rule, then solve the conﬂicts among those selected rules. Thus, before
the result comes out, the system has made a lot of ineﬃcient matching and calculation,
and with the more deep the system infers, the more time it takes.
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2) Assessment of PSQ is some kind of subjective reﬂection, which is mainly concerned
with lower consciousness action, but not logical inference. Sometimes, the knowledge of
experts is diﬃcult to be expressed in words and is diﬃcult to be written in a rule form.
In particular, it is more diﬃcult to determine conﬁdence value for those fuzzy rules.
On the other hand, for ANNs, the reasoning is fast and the acquisition of expert know-
ledge is relatively easy, especially for fuzzy knowledge. It has been demonstrated that ANNs
are capable of handling non-linear relationships and identifying which class best represents
an input pattern, even the inputs have been corrupted by ‘noise’. The main shortage of
ANNs is time consuming for its training, and the more nodes the system consists of, the
more time its training takes. In the objective evaluation of PSQ, the samples and their types
are so complex that it requires huge ANNs which are diﬃcult to be trained.
In this paper, a hybrid system of an expert system based on BP neural networks for on-
line test of PSQ is presented. The expert system is used for rough classiﬁcation and controls
a group of ANNs; while the ANNs are used for fuzzy knowledge storage and fuzzy reasoning.
The expert system and ANNs co-operate in a co-ordinate fashion to compensate each other.
As a case study, the hybrid system is applied in objective evaluation of leather handle. The
results obtained demonstrate that there is close agreement between the subjective assessment
results of experts and the objective evaluation results of the system.
Fig.1: Main structure of the system
2. Structure of the system
The main structure of the system is shown in ﬁgure 1. The system consists of six modules :
Knowledge Bases, Inference Engine, DataBases, ANNs, Output and User Interface. The
knowledge bases consist of two parts : a production rule base and an ANNs parameter
ﬁle base.
In the system, the inference engine runs in this way : before a rule is activated, the
inference engine matches the condition and resolving the conﬂicts according to the matched
rules’ superiority. After a rule activated, the inference engine loads the parameter ﬁle of
ANNs, then constructs the ANNs and runs the ANNs.
The input data to the ES are the measured parameters and sample types. The sample
types are relevant to the sample end-use and assessment standards. The output of the ES
is a command, which constructs ANNs from a structure parameter ﬁle, then it activates
the ANNs.
The structure of ANNS is ﬂexible. The layers of an ANN, the nodes in each layer and
other structure parameters (training step length, system error, etc.) are determined by the
user during ANN training, or speciﬁed using a parameter ﬁle selected by relevant production
rules. The sigmoid function is used for the computational nodes and the back-propagation
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learning rule is employed to ﬁnd the most suitable weights for the network [12]. After train-
ing, all the structure parameters and weights between nodes are saved in a parameter ﬁle.
The ﬂow chart of the BP ANNs training is shown in ﬁgure 2. The function of set up
module is to conﬁgure the structure parameters of ANNs at the beginning of the training.
It consists of two parts : one for ANNs training, the other is for pattern recognition. In the
ﬁrst part the user inputs the ANNs parameters in a dialogue form, including the number
of layer, the number of nodes in a layer, learning rate, momentum rate, maximum total
error, individual error and the maximum number of iteration. At the beginning of training,
the weight parameters of ANNs are automatically produced by a random function. In the
second part of the set up module, the structure parameters of an ANNs come from the
loaded parameter ﬁle by the activated production rule.
Fig.2: Flow chart of BP ANNs
The training set is inputted in a matrix form. In the training, after the maximum number
of iteration or the individual error is reached, the system will output the training maximum
total error, the individual error and number of iteration. Comparing with the training goal
or last training results, the users can save the structure parameters and weights of the ANNs
in a ﬁle or continue for the next training. In this way, with the time passes, the system
becomes more and more ‘cleaver’.
In the system, production rules control ANNs; and fuzzy knowledge is stored in the
ANNs. The production rules come from logical knowledge of experts assessing the samples,
which can be easily expressed in a symbol form and clear enough to be written down; while
the ANNs store fuzzy experience in the assessment process, which is kept in the experts
mind but diﬃcult to be expressed in words.
In the subjective assessment of PSQ, comparing with fuzzy experience, logical knowledge
is a small part. In addition, in the system, the function of ES is only to roughly classify the
samples into groups; while, a huge number of fuzzy knowledge is stored in the parameter
ﬁles of ANNs. So, the production rule base is rather small so that the system runs fast.
On the other hand, there are limited sample patterns in each group after rough clas-
siﬁcation by ES, and only a part of measured parameters is used as the input of ANNs.
So, a small ANNs, which consists of a few number of nodes, could be successfully used for
pattern recognition. As a result, the training time will be signiﬁcantly reduced.
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In addition, the above two types of knowledge have diﬀerent storage forms and are
acquired in diﬀerent ways; there is no direct-relevance between the ANNs training and the
ES. So, modifying one of them does not aﬀect the other.
3. Case study
Handle is a most important measurement of leather properties. So far there have not
been any instruments for leather handle test in leather industry. Due to the subjectivity
and fuzziness of test of leather handle, the manufacturing of leather and leather goods has
still been in handwork stage.
The recent research of leather handle test demonstrated that leather handle is mainly
determined by the ﬁve mechanical properties : elastic property, friction force of a leather
surface, ﬂexibility property, thickness in natural condition and compressible property [13].
Experts can accurately assess leather handle by touching sense from their ﬁnger and
palm, but they can not describe the relationship between the assessment results and the
above ﬁve mechanical properties. Therefore, it is diﬃcult to build an expert system to
assess leather handle.
On the other hand, there are seven types leather : industrial leather, shoes leather, cloth
leather, furniture leather, box leather, ball leather and other leather. And each type can be
divided into several subtypes. For example, cloth leather can be divided into grain leather,
suede leather, grove leather, and so on. And every subtype can be divided into several
phyles, such as goat gain leather, pig gain leather . . . and so on. Diﬀerent types of leathers
have diﬀerent assessment standards for handle test. Generally speaking, good cloth leather
is very soft and plentiful; while good shoe leather gives people a comfortable but diﬀerent
sensing. If ANNs are used to assess leather handle, huge number of nodes should be used for
construction of ANNs because there are huge number of combinations between the leather
types and the above ﬁve parameters. The training of ANNs would be very diﬃcult.
In this paper, An expert system based on ANNs is used to objectively assess leather
handle. The expert system is used to roughly classify the samples into groups. Leather type
and thickness are chosen as the basic parameters. An example of the production rule within
the ES is as follows :
IF the sample is [Shoe] leather
AND is [Sheep] leather
AND it’s max. Thickness < [1.5mm]
AND its min thickness > [0.4mm]
THEN load [s99 ] file
Here, the type name (i.e. Shoe) and subtype name of leather (i.e. Sheep) are chosen
from the industry standard. In the condition of the above production rule, a group of
sheep leathers is selected which is used for shoes making with thickness between 0.4mm
and 1.5mm. And, the ANNs parameter ﬁle ‘s99’ contains the structure and all weights of
the ANNs.
Before the production rules are activated, the ANNs should be trained. For the leather
of this group, we choose fourteen samples of shoe leather and formed training set for the BP
ANNs as shown in table 1.
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Sample Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Subjective
(N) (N) (N) (mm) (10%) ranking
1 1.12 0.72 1.52 0.60 2.83 1
2 1.46 0.87 1.68 0.54 3.70 1
3 0.96 0.82 1.54 0.79 2.78 1
4 0.82 0.93 1.04 0.47 255 2
5 0.94 0.95 1.04 0.71 3.10 2
6 0.86 0.96 1.03 0.62 1.13 2
7 1.21 1.46 0.88 0.67 3.31 3
8 0.76 0.98 0.86 0.75 2.13 3
9 0.88 1.18 1.20 1.21 0.90 4
10 0.90 0.91 1.30 0.67 4.18 4
11 0.52 3.71 1.48 1.12 3.04 7
12 0.32 4.74 1.08 1.48 0.81 7
13 0.27 17.17 0.72 0.87 0.69 9
14 0.80 1.77 0.88 0.60 3.33 8
15 0.47 8.00 1.40 1.33 2.48 8
Tab.1: Training set for ANNs
Where : Test 1 – results of elastic test of leather, Test 2 – results of friction force test
of a leather surface, Test 3 – results of ﬂex test of leather, Test 4 – results of thickness test
of leather, Test 5 – results of compress test of leather. The subjective ranking is a statistic
meaning result, which comes from experts [13].
In the training, the values of the ﬁve parameters and the subjective ranking are the input
of the ANNs in a matrix form. Comparing with the training errors after each training, the
best structure of BP ANNs was ﬁnally determined which consists of 3 layers and 9 nodes,
as shown in ﬁgure 3.
The learning rate is 0.89, the momentum is 0.79, and the individual error is 0.000003.
All these parameters and weights of the nodes are saved in a ﬁle named as ‘s99’.
Fig.3: BP ANNs
To examine the pattern classifying ability of the system, nine samples are used. From the
type name, subtype name and the leather thickness, the ES actives the above production
rules. The rule loads the parameter ﬁle ‘s99’, then constructs the ANNs and output the
evaluation results as shown in table 2, where the objective result is the output of ANNs,
which represents the objective ranking of leather quality.
Generally speaking, the agreement between subjective assessment results and objective
measurement results is close. The results indicate that the system not only can memorise
the input patterns (as sample 3 and sample 5) by training, but also can recognise the new
patterns (as sample 16 – 22) by associative memory.
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Sample Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Subjective Objective
(N) (N) (N) (mm) (10%) result result
3 0.96 0.82 1.54 0.79 2.78 1 1.06897
16 0.90 0.98 1.10 0.72 2.78 2 2.01141
18 0.52 4.94 1.08 1.34 1.04 7 6.96108
19 0.32 6.89 0.82 1.14 0.79 8 7.74618
20 1.08 0.89 1.38 0.48 1.67 1 0.98693
21 1.72 0.78 1.10 0.45 1.33 1 0.97052
22 0.92 0.78 1.18 0.61 3.44 2 1.55308
5 0.94 0.95 1.04 0.71 3.10 2 1.99460
16 0.90 0.98 1.10 0.72 2.78 2 2.01141
Tab.2: Comparison of the results from ANNs and Subjective Assessment
4. Conclusions
The approach developed provides an eﬀective means for objective evaluation of PSQ. In
comparison with other approaches, the method is capable of handling non-linear relation-
ships between multiple parameters and subjective assessment results, and it can be used for
on-line test. In addition, the approach provides a method to combine ES with ANNS in
a co-ordinate fashion. In this way, a fuzzy AI system can be easily built. The bottleneck
problems u˚- acquisition of expert knowledge of ES and the ANNs training of BP ANNS have
been solved in this application area.
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Hybridn´ı syste´m z expertn´ıho syste´mu a neuronove´ s´ıteˇ pro objektivn´ı hodnocen´ı
smyslovy´ch vlastnost´ı vy´robku
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova : smyslove´ vlastnosti, expertn´ı syste´m, umeˇle´ neuronove´ s´ıteˇ, subjektivn´ı
ohodnocen´ı
Subjektivn´ı kvalita neˇktery´ch produkt˚u, takovy´ch jako zpracova´n´ı tkaniny a k˚uzˇe, v˚uneˇ
vonˇavka´rˇske´ho zbozˇ´ı, chu ’t na´poj˚u a j´ıdla, jsou hlavneˇ vyhodnocova´ny osobn´ım pocitem
a zkusˇenost´ı. V tomto prˇ´ıspeˇvku je tento druh vlastnost´ı deﬁnova´n jako smyslove´ vlastnosti
vy´robk˚u (PSQ).
Tradicˇn´ı metody vyhodnocova´n´ı PSQ jsou smyslove´, pouzˇ´ıvaj´ıc´ı k popisu osobn´ıho
smyslove´ho vn´ıma´n´ı prˇ´ıdavny´ch jmen jako ,,dobry´“, ,,sˇpatny´“ atd. Ale vy´sledky subjek-
tivn´ıho vyhodnocova´n´ı jsou fuzzy a nemu˚zˇe jich by´t uzˇito k rˇ´ızen´ı sebe sama. Vzhledem
k rozd´ılu v kulturn´ımu za´zemı´ a esteticky´m prˇedstava´m, existuje n´ızka´ shoda mezi teˇmi,
kterˇ´ı teˇchto prˇ´ıdavny´ch jmen pouzˇ´ıvaj´ı.
V literaturˇe byly navrzˇeny shlukove´ metody v rozpozna´va´n´ı vzor˚u, metody expertn´ıch
syste´mu˚ (ES) a umeˇly´ch neuronovy´ch s´ıt´ı (ANN) pro zachycen´ı nelinea´rn´ıch vztah˚u mezi
subjektivn´ımi vy´sledky a parametry zkousˇky. Ale pot´ızˇe prˇi vy´beˇru charakteristik shluku,
z´ıska´va´n´ı znalosti pro vy´stavbu expertn´ıho syste´mu a tre´ninku ANN nebyly dosud vyrˇesˇeny.
Jako rˇesˇen´ı je v cˇla´nku prezentova´n hybridn´ı syste´m pracuj´ıc´ı jako expertn´ı syste´m za-
lozˇeny´ na neuronovy´ch s´ıt´ıch pro on-line testova´n´ı PSQ. Expertn´ıho syste´mu je pouzˇito pro
hrubou klasiﬁkaci a rˇ´ızen´ı skupiny neuronovy´ch s´ıt´ı, ANN jsou pouzˇity pro ulozˇen´ı fuzzy
znalost´ı a fuzzy usuzova´n´ı. Syste´m se skla´da´ z peˇti modul˚u: ba´ze znalost´ı, inferencˇn´ıho
stroje, databa´ze, neuronove´ s´ıteˇ a uzˇivatelske´ho rozhran´ı.
V syste´mu se produkcˇn´ı pravidla urcˇuj´ı z logicky´ch znalost´ı expert˚u po ohodnocen´ı
vzork˚u, cozˇ mu˚zˇe by´t snadno vyja´drˇeno v symbolicke´ formeˇ s dostatecˇneˇ jasny´m za´pisem.
Naproti tomu neuronove´ s´ıteˇ ukla´daj´ı fuzzy zkusˇenosti ohodnocovac´ıho procesu, ktere´ jsou
v mysli experta, ale jsou teˇzˇko vyja´drˇitelne´ slovy. Prˇi subjektivn´ım ohodnocen´ı PSQ hraje
logicka´ znalost ve srovna´n´ı s fuzzy zkusˇenost´ı jen malou u´lohu. Nav´ıc funkc´ı expertn´ıho sys-
te´mu je pouze hrubeˇ klasiﬁkovat vzorky do skupin, zat´ımco velke´ mnozˇstv´ı fuzzy znalost´ı je
ulozˇeno v souboru parametr˚u neuronovy´ch s´ıt´ı. Tak je ba´ze produkcˇn´ıch pravidel pomeˇrneˇ
mala´, takzˇe syste´m je rychly´. V syste´mu spolupracuj´ı ES a ANN, aby se navza´jem kompen-
zovaly.
Pro oveˇrˇen´ı uvedene´ho prˇ´ıstupu byla provedena testovac´ı studie. Z´ıskane´ vy´sledky naz-
nacˇuj´ı, zˇe existuje znacˇna´ shoda mezi subjektivn´ım ohodnocen´ım experty a objektivn´ım
vyhodnocen´ım syste´mu, ba´ze znalost´ı syste´mu mu˚zˇe by´t vytvorˇena efektivneˇ a vyhodnocen´ı
PSQ tak mu˚zˇe by´t provedeno on-line.
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